
INDUSTRY LEADING NEW GENERATION 
WATERPROOFING TREATMENT

  RETAINING WALLS      PLANTER BOXES    ROOFS, BALCONIES & DECKS    TERRACES & PODIUMS

 SHOWER RECESS & BATHROOM WALLS    GENERAL WET AREAS   INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR USE

INDUSTRY LEADING 
PRE-CONSTRUCTION  TERMITE SEALANT

 JOINTS      RETAINING WALLS    STEP DOWNS     NARROW CAVITIES (PERIMETERS)

 INDUSTRY-LEADING 50 YEAR WARRANTY*

*50 year warranty subject to conditions

Filling Gaps, Cracks & Voids

Smaller cracks and irregularities in surfaces to 
be treated with BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI can 
be cleaned, primed and filled with BLOCKAID-
AQUA/TERMI direct from a cartridge. If there 
are numerous or large gaps, cracks or voids in a 
surface, especially one which is to be treated with a 
BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI sealant, then the entire 
area needs to be treated with BLOCKAID-AQUA/
TERMI.

Filling Gaps, Cracks & Voids In Concrete

Joints or vertical edges that are formed in un-
vibrated concrete against timber or metal will 
have some honeycombing in the surface that is to 
be treated. Honeycombing if not properly filled can 
provide an avenue for termites to bypass a Termite 
treatment and gain concealed entry to a building.

It is critical therefore that a liberal amount of 
BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer is brushed onto 
the clean concrete surfaces and as soon as the 
BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer is dry, a thick 
bead of BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI straight from 
a cartridge is applied onto and worked into (best 
done with a spatula) all the treated surfaces.

Prime All Surfaces

BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer must be applied 
to all the surfaces (horizontal and vertical) that 
are going to be treated with BLOCKAID-AQUA/
TERMI in either sealant or gap filling (bead) 
forms. Application by roller or soft broom works 
best for larger, smooth surfaces. The BLOCKAID-
AQUA/TERMI primer must be worked into porous 
surfaces. This is best done with a soft brush.

Coverage

BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer has a coverage 
rate of between six and eight square metres per litre 
(125 to 160 ml per m2) depending on the porosity of 
the surface being treated. For very porous surfaces 
two coats of primer may be required.

Shelf Life

BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer has a shelf 
life of twelve months when stored in the original 
unopened container. Once opened, BLOCKAID-
AQUA/TERMI primer will be usable for three 
(3) months, so long as the container lid is tightly 
resealed after each opening. Storage should be
between 5°C and 40°C and out of direct sunlight.

Drying

Drying time for BLOCKAID-AQUA/TERMI primer 
is approximately ten to fifteen minutes at an 
ambient temperature of 20°. Drying times will vary 
according to ambient temperature, humidity and 
porosity of substrate. Primer is dry when it appears 
clear and not milky-white, as it is when applied.
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BLOCKAID-AQUA
BLOCKAID-AQUA is a highly flexible elastomeric 
waterproofing treatment designed for use on a wide 
variety of vertical and horizontal substrates where 
movement is to be expected.

BLOCKAID-AQUA exceeds the highest standard 
required for waterproofing wet areas - AS 4858 
achieving Class III, making it suitable for a wide range 
of waterproofing applications.

BLOCKAID-AQUA dries grey with a smooth surface 
finish and remains highly flexible under extreme 
elongation and under constant exposure to moisture. 
Unlike bituminous sealants, BLOCKAID-AQUA 
does not soften and attract dirt and stains and has 
excellent chemical resistance and durability. It may be 
easily cleaned with mild detergents and water.

BLOCKAID-AQUA is UV resistant however we 
recommend the sealant is covered with a suitable 
acrylic paint for extended outdoor exposure. 
BLOCKAID-AQUA is a soft coating and not suitable 
for high traffic areas unless covered with a suitable 
protective covering such as tiles, but will withstand 
light foot traffic.

BLOCKAID-TERMI
BLOCKAID-TERMI is an industry leading solvent 
free termite management system for joints, step 
downs, narrow cavities (perimeters) and retaining 
walls. Applied with either a brush, roller or gun, 
BLOCKAID-TERMI is your easy to apply pre-
construction termite protection.

Powered by an industry proven long lasting 
active ingredient - bifenthrin - BLOCKAID-
TERMI has excellent adhesion and weathering 
properties combined with durability and flexibility. 
BLOCKAID-TERMI complies with AS3660.1 
AS3660.2 AS3660.3 and the Australian standard for 
wet area membranes AS4858.

BLOCKAID-TERMI offers a full 50* year termite 
protection warranty.

*Conditions apply, as per warranty documentation and
installation manual.
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